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ABSTRACT Due to the polymorphic uncertainties in microgrids (MGs), prohibitive computational burden is
produced in reliability assessment. In this work, a novel sequential sampling algorithm (NSSA) compatible
with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) simulation is developed to overcome the computational burden. First,
optimal probability density functions (PDFs) of random variables are worked out based on variation method.
Then, optimal PDFs are employed to chronologically simulate the random states of microturbine (MT), pho-
tovoltaics (PV) and time varying load with improved computational efficiency. Therefore, the convergence
of reliability assessment is accelerated accordingly. A series of case studies have been conducted, and the
computational results show that NSSA provides a favorable sampling efficiency and adaptability to system
conditions in reliability assessment of MGs. At last, based on optimal PDFs produced by NSSA, dominant
joint PDF (DJ-PDF) is defined and employed to quantify the contributions of different scenarios to the
reliability indices. Case studies have confirmed that DJ-PDF can provide detailed information for scenario-
based reliability analysis.

INDEX TERMS Microgrid, sequential sampling, reliability assessment, computational efficiency, coeffi-
cient of variation.

NOMENCLATURE

RANDOM VARIABLES
u random variable sampled for random operation hours
v random variable sampled for random repairing hours
q random variable defined to model time varying load
p random variable defined to model intermittency

of PV

INDICES AND SETS
wu, Wu index and number of subintervals of [0, 1] on

u-axis
wv, Wv index and number of subintervals of [0, 1] on

v-axis
wq, Wq index and number of subintervals of [0, 1] on

q-axis
wp, Wp index and number of subintervals of [0, 1] on

p-axis
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FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
fu(u) probability density function (PDF)

of u
fv(v) PDF of v
fq(q) PDF of q
fp(p) PDF of p
f ∗u (u) optimal PDF of u
f ∗v (v) optimal PDF of v
f ∗q (q) optimal PDF of q
f ∗p (p) optimal PDF of p
f̃ ∗u (u

(wu)) estimate of f ∗u (u) on the wu-th
subinterval of [0, 1]

f̃ ∗v (v
(wv)) estimate of f ∗v (v) on the wv-th subin-

terval of [0, 1]
f̃ ∗q (q

(wq)) estimate of f ∗q (q) on the wq-th
subinterval of [0, 1]

f̃ ∗p (p
(wp)) estimate of f ∗p (p) on the wp-th subin-

terval of [0, 1]
FR(·) reliability test function in terms of u,

v, q and p with uniform PDFs
F ′R(·) reliability test function in terms of u,

v, q and p with varying PDFs
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GR(·) reliability test function in terms of the
hourly states of MT, PV and load

FL[·] Functional in terms of fu(u), fv(v),
f q(q) and fp(p)

I. INTRODUCTION
Reliability assessment of microgrids (MGs) has attracted
more and more interests, since a growing number of
customers are powered by MGs in a more flexible and
environment-friendly way [1]–[3]. However, the ubiquitous
issues with polymorphic uncertainties, such as stochastic
operation cycles of MG components, intermittent output of
distributed generators (DGs) and time varying load, etc.,
impose heavy computational burden on the reliability assess-
ment of MGs [4].

Analytical method and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation,
including the non-sequential Monte Carlo (NSMC) simula-
tion and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) simulation, are the
basic methodologies in the reliability assessment of power
system [5]. Although analytical method is favored for its
efficiency in study on small systems, but is strongly lim-
ited or even forbidden for its rapidly growing computational
cost when large scale systems with numerous random issues
are concerned. Moreover, accuracy of analytical method
is reduced since all high order contingencies are usually
ignored. At last, its incompatibility with chronological issues
also strictly limits the applications [6]. Comparedwith analyt-
ical method, MC simulation provides a more straightforward
approach to model the components with uncertainties [7],
and is preferred for its convergence performance which is
independent on the system scale.

When NSMC simulation is employed, only the non-
chronological random states of MG rather than the
chronological ones can be obtained. As a result, it is dif-
ficult to consider the chronological issues in the reliability
assessment. On the contrary, SMC simulation is preferred
for its capability to accurately deal with chronological
issues of MGs, such as operation cycles of components,
intermittent output of DGs, time varying load, charge and
discharge sequences of energy storage system (ESS), etc.
Motivated by the aforementioned advantages of SMC simula-
tion over the other available methods, considerable literatures
adopted SMC method to conduct the reliability assessment
of MGs [8]–[12].

It is well known that computational cost of MC simulation
will increase rapidly when the requirement of simulation
accuracy gets higher. Coefficient of variation (CV) is taken as
a criteria to quantitatively measure the accuracy of MC sim-
ulation [13]. Due to the correlation between CV and variance
of test function, CV can be effectively decreased by reducing
the variance of test functionwithout increasing computational
cost [14]. In the field of main grids, a series of improved algo-
rithms aiming at variance reduction in NSMC-based reliabil-
ity assessment has been developed [15]. Importance sampling

technique, for example, is proposed to reduce the variance by
tracking the sampling volume with largest magnitude of test
function [16]–[18]. By subdividing the sampling volume into
smaller sub-volumes and changing their sizes, stratified sam-
pling technique can supply a minimized variance when the
contributions to the variance from each sub-volume are iden-
tical [19]. The limitations of importance sampling and strat-
ified sampling are the requirement of detailed knowledge of
the reliability function over different random variables, which
is usually unavailable. Reference [20] proposes an optimal
sampling algorithm, in which the probability density func-
tions (PDFs) of random variables are optimized in the prelim-
inary sampling process, and then optimal PDFs are utilized in
the following reliability assessment process with accelerated
convergence. The improved algorithms mentioned above are
developed for NSMC simulation in reliability assessment of
main grids. When it comes to SMC simulation in reliability
assessment ofMGs, however, these improved algorithms can-
not be used directly, since the sampling mechanisms of SMC
and NSMC are absolutely different. On the other hand, effi-
cient sampling techniques are required more urgently when
SMC simulation is applied, since the ‘crude’ SMC converges
more slowly than NSMC [21].

To fill these gaps, within the context of standalone MG,
an novel sequential sampling algorithm (NSSA) with high
computational efficiency and compatibility with chronologi-
cal issues has been developed. The contributions of the paper
are as follows:

(a) Stochastic operation cycles of MG components, time
varying load and intermittent photovoltaics (PV), et al., are
uniformly modeled by the functions of continuous random
variables. Then multidimensional integration model of MG
reliability assessment based on SMC simulation is proposed.

(b) The variance-reducingmechanisms are thoroughly ana-
lyzed, followed with analytical solutions of optimal PDFs.
NSSA is thereafter developed to deal with the prohibitive
computational burden produced by the polymorphic uncer-
tainties of MGs.

(c) A series of case studies on test system is implemented
and the convergence performances of NSSA are studied.
The computational efficiency and adaptability of NSSA are
confirmed by the results of case studies.

(d) A novel index, i.e., dominant joint PDF (DJ-PDF) is
defined based on optimal PDFs. DJ-PDF is then proposed
to quantify the contributions of different scenarios to the
reliability indices and discriminate the critical scenarios with
higher risk of load interruptions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II formulates the multidimensional integration model
of MG reliability assessment. In section III, optimal PDFs
of random variables are analytically worked out, and NSSA
is developed. Computational efficiency and adaptability
of NSSA are investigated based on intensive case stud-
ies in section IV, followed by conclusions of the paper in
section V.
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II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INTEGRATION MODEL OF MG
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
A. COMPONENTS’ STOCHASTIC AND CHRONOLOGICAL
OPERATION CYCLES
Stochastic and chronological operation cycles of MG com-
ponents are composed of a series of operational periods
and repairing periods. Take MT for example. Stochastic and
chronological operation cycles are produced by (1) [7].

TTF(ui) = −
(
1
λ

)
ln ui

TTR(vi) = −
(
1
µ

)
ln vi

(1)

where, TTF(ui) and TTR(vi) are operational period and repair-
ing period of the i-th operation cycle, λ and µ are failure
rate and repair rate of MT, ui and vi are the i-th sampling
values of random variable u and v. The operation cycles of
MT are determined by PDFs of u and v, which are denoted
as fu(u) and fv(v). In traditional SMC simulation, continuous
uniform PDFs are employed. In this work, fu(u) and fv(v) will
be optimized to improve the simulation efficiency.

B. QUARTERLY VARYING LOAD
With different time varying natures, hourly varying model,
monthly varying model, quarterly varying model or annual
peak load model, et al., can be employed in the reliability
assessment [14], [22], [23]. A load model with smaller time
scale will result in more precise results but higher computa-
tional cost. In this paper, quarterly varying load PLOAD(h) is
employed and defined in (2).

PLOAD(h)

=


Ppeak × P(1)cq h ∈ (0, h(1)q )
Ppeak × P(2)cq h ∈ (h(1)q , h

(1)
q + h

(2)
q )

Ppeak × P(3)cq h ∈ (h(1)q + h
(2)
q , h

(1)
q + h

(2)
q + h

(3)
q )

Ppeak × P(4)cq h ∈ (h(1)q + h
(2)
q + h

(3)
q , 8760)

(2)

where, h is the number of simulation hours, P(1)cq , P
(2)
cq , P

(3)
cq

and P(4)cq are the percentages of quarterly load in terms of the
annual peak loadPpeak, h

(1)
q , h(2)q and h(3)q are duration hours of

quarter-1, quarter-2 and quarter-3, respectively. Let’s define a
random variable qwith PDF fq(q) which is defined as follows:

fq(q) =



η1 q ∈ [0, 0.25)
η2 q ∈ [0.25, 0.5)
η3 q ∈ [0.5, 0.75)
η4 q ∈ [0.75, 1]
0 otherwise

(3)

Then, h(1)q , h(2)q and h(3)q are worked out by multiplying
8760 hours by the probabilities that q will be chosen from
the first, second and third subintervals, respectively [24]:

h
(wq)
q = round(ηwq × 0.25× 8760), (wq = 1, 2, 3) (4)

From (2), (3) and (4), we can see that the load has been
modeled as a function of q. When η1, η2, η3 and η4 are equal

to 1, duration hours of all the quarters will be identical. In
this work, ηwq will be elaborately optimized to improve the
computational efficiency and as a result, duration hours of all
the quarters will be changed accordingly.

C. INTERMITTENT AND STOCHASTIC NATURES OF PV
PV power is characterized by its intermittent and stochastic
natures and denoted as PPV(h), which is specified as below,

PPV(h) =


0 c(h) ∈ [0,C (r)

PV)

PavailablePV c(h) ∈ [C (r)
PV,C

(s)
PV)

0 c(h) ∈ [C (s)
PV, 24]

(5)

where, c(h) is the function that transforms the h-th simulation
hour into a 24-hour clock, PavailablePV is the PV power between
sunrise time denoted as C (r)

PV and sunset time denoted as C (s)
PV.

It can be seen from (5) that the intermittent nature of PV is
determined by C (r)

PV and C (s)
PV, and the stochastic nature of PV

is determined by the PDF of PavailablePV , which can be specified
by Beta function [25], for example.

The computational efficiency can be improved by elabo-
rately changing C (r)

PV and C (s)
PV, since the intermittent nature

of PV contributes to the variances of reliability indices. Let’s
divide 24 hours of one day into, for example, 8 time segments.
Duration hours of the wp-th (wp =1, 2,. . . , 8) time segment is
denoted as h

(wp)
p . Then, C (r)

PV and C (s)
PV can be assumed as{

C (r)
PV = h(1)p + h

(2)
p

C (s)
PV = 24-(h(7)p + h

(8)
p )

(6)

A random variable p is defined to represent the intermittency
of PV [24], and PDF of p denoted as fp(p) is specified as

fp(p) =



ξ1 p ∈ [0, 0.125)
ξ2 p ∈ [0.125, 0.25)
. . . . . .

ξwp p ∈ [(wp − 1)× 0.125,wp × 0.125)
. . . . . .

ξ8 p ∈ [0.875, 1]
0 otherwise

(7)

where ξwp is value of fp(p) in the wp-th subinterval. It can
be seen from (7) that fp(p) is defined as a piecewise function
and specified on 8 subintervals according to the number of
time segments. Furthermore, h

(wp)
p will be worked out by

multiplying 24 hours by the probabilities that p is chosen from
the wp-th subinterval:

h
(wp)
p = round(ξwp × 0.125× 24) (8)

C (r)
PV and C (s)

PV are determined by fp(p) according to (6), (7)
and (8). If ξwp is equal to 1, for example, then C (r)

PV and
C (s)
PV are set to 6:00 and 18:00 accordingly. In other words,

the intermittency of PV will be depicted by the single random
variable p with proper PDF.
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D. INDEPENDENCE OF RANDOM VARIABLES
The independence of aforementioned random variables, such
as u, v, q and p, should be considered, since the stochastic
performance of MGs are determined by the joint PDFs of
random variables. Firstly, u and v are both independent of
other random variables due to the assumption that the com-
ponent outages are independent random events [26]. Sec-
ondly, the correlation between q and p is determined by the
time scales of PV and load. As shown in (5), the cycle of
PV intermittency is 24 hours. On the other hand, the cycle
of load fluctuation shown in (2) is 8760 hours, which is
much larger than the cycle of PV intermittency. Cycles of
PV intermittency are limited within 24 hours and contained
in the cycles of quarterly load. As a result, the changes of
quarterly load profile will have little influence on the profile
of PV, and vice versa. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
correlation of q and p is weak and marginal when quarterly
varying load is employed. When it comes to the monthly
varying load or even the weekly varying load model, similar
conclusions can be drawn.When the time scale of load model
is less than 24 hours and comparable to the time scale of
PV, however, correlation of q and p will be strong due to
the time dependence and cannot be ignored anymore. In this
situation, the correlation of PV and load can still be properly
dealt with by defining one random variable to simultaneously
model the PV and load over time segments. In this way,
the algorithm developed in this paper will not be prohibited
by the correlation of random variables.

E. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INTEGRATION MODEL
OF MG RELIABILITY
As stated in Subsection A, B and C, the polymorphic uncer-
tainties of MT, load and PV are modeled by random variables
u, v, q and p with uniform PDFs on the interval of [0, 1].
In other words, PDFs of u, v, q and p are equal to 1 on the
interval of [0, 1] and equal to 0 otherwise. Reliability index
R can be thereafter expressed as the expectation value of its
test function,

R =
∫
�

FR (u, v, q, p) du · dv · dq · dp (9)

where FR(·) is the test function in terms of u, v, q and p, and
integration volume � is a hypercube with unit side length.
R cannot be worked out analytically due to the absence of
analytical expression of FR(·), but can be estimated based
on MC integration methodology instead [27]. When changed
PDFs of u, v, q and p, i.e., fu(u), fv(v), fq(q) and fp(p) rather
than uniform PDFs are employed in the sampling process, test
function will be revised accordingly.

F ′R(u, v, q, p) =
FR(u, v, q, p)

fu(u)fv(v)fq(q)fp(p)
(10)

where, F ’
R(·) is the revised test function corresponding to

fu(u), fv(v), fq(q) and fp(p). Then, reliability index R will be

worked out as follows.

R =
∫
�

F ′R (u, v, q, p) fu(u)fv(v)fq(q)fp(p)du · dv · dq · dp

(11)

It can be seen from (9), (10) and (11) that unbiased value
of R can be obtained even from fu(u), fv(v), fq(q) and fp(p)
instead of uniform PDFs, provided that test function is revised
according to (10). However, variance will be produced differ-
ently by MC integration when different fu(u), fv(v), fq(q) and
fp(p) are employed.

VR = V ′R − R
2

V ′R =
∫
�

F2
R (u, v, q, p)

fu(u)fv(v)fq(q)fp(p)
du · dv · dq · dp

(12)

where,VR is the variance produced byMC integration accord-
ing to (11). As specified in (12), VR is composed of 2 parts,
i.e., VR’ and R2. Since CV is taken as a criteria of the com-
putational efficiency and reduced along with VR, the variance
reduction technique is then studied in the following section.

III. NSSA DEVELOPED FOR MG RELIABILITY
ASSESSMENT
A. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF OPTIMAL PDFS
In (12), R is a constant, and therefore VR and VR’ will get the
minimum values simultaneously by optimizing fu(u), fv(v),
fq(q) and fp(p). Variation method is used to work out the
analytical solutions of optimal PDFs. Note that VR’ is a
functional of fu(u), fv(v), fq(q) and fp(p). With the objective
of minimization of VR’ and equality constrains of fu(u), fv(v),
fq(q) and fp(p), the computation of optimal PDFs can be
formulated as follows.

obj. min
{
V ′R
}

s.t.



∫ 1

0
fu(u)du = 1∫ 1

0
fv(v)dv = 1∫ 1

0
fq(q)dq = 1∫ 1

0
fp(p)dp = 1

(13)

The functional problem in terms of extreme value mentioned
above is solved by variation method. Firstly, a new functional
denoted as FL[·] is constructed based on VR’ and Lagrange
multipliers.

FL
[
fu(u), fv(v), fq(q), fp(p)

]
= V ′R +3u

∫ 1

0
fu(u)du

+3v

∫ 1

0
fv(v)dv+3q

∫ 1

0
fq(q)dq+3p

∫ 1

0
fp(p)dp

(14)

where, 3u, 3v, 3q and 3p are Lagrange multipliers. Then
the optimal solutions of PDFs denoted as f ∗u (u), f

∗
v (v), f

∗
q (q)
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and f ∗p (p) are worked out by solving Euler equation [24].
The analytical solutions of f ∗u (u), f

∗
v (v), f

∗
q (q) and f

∗
p (p) are

specified in (15).

f ∗u (u) =

√
Iu(u)∫ 1

0
√
Iu(u)du

f ∗v (v) =

√
Iv(v)∫ 1

0
√
Iv(v)dv

f ∗q (q) =

√
Iq(q)∫ 1

0

√
Iq(q)dq

f ∗p (p) =

√
Ip(p)∫ 1

0

√
Ip(p)dp

(15)

where,

Iu(u) =
∫∫∫
�u

F2
R (u, v, q, p)

fv(v)fq(q)fp(p)
dv · dq · dp

Iv(v) =
∫∫∫
�v

F2
R (u, v, q, p)

fu(u)fq(q)fp(p)
du · dq · dp

Iq(q) =
∫∫∫
�q

F2
R (u, v, q, p)

fu(u)fv(v)fp(p)
du · dv · dp

Ip(p) =
∫∫∫
�p

F2
R (u, v, q, p)

fu(u)fv(v)fq(q)
du · dv · dq

(16)

where, �u, �v, �q and �p, are unit cubes in coordinate
systems of v-p-q, u-p-q, u-v-p and u-v-q, respectively [20].

B. ESTIMATION OF OPTIMAL PDFs OF U AND V
Stochastic and chronological operation cycles of MT, are
determined by random variables u, v and their PDFs. The
contribution ofMT to the variance will be minimized by sam-
pling from optimal PDFs of u and v. However, the absence of
analytical expression of FR(·) prohibits us from using f ∗u (u)
and f ∗v (v) directly. Then, piecewise functions are defined as
follows to estimate f ∗u (u) and f

∗
v (v).

f̃ ∗u
(
u(wu)

)
=

√
Ĩu(u(wu))

1
Wu

Wu∑
t=1

√
Ĩu(u(t))

, (wu = 1, 2, . . . , Wu)

f̃ ∗v
(
v(wv)

)
=

√
Ĩv(v(wv))

1
Wv

Wv∑
t=1

√
Ĩv(u(t))

, (wv = 1, 2, . . . , Wv)

(17)

where, intervals of [0, 1] on u-axis and v-axis are uniformly
divided into Wu and Wv subintervals, and Wu and Wv are
identically set to 5 in the following case studies. f̃ ∗u (u

(wu))
and Ĩu(u(wu)) are the estimates of f ∗u (u) and Iu(u) on the
wu-th subinterval of [0, 1] on u-axis, and f̃ ∗v (v

(wv)) and
Ĩv(v(wv)) are the estimates of f ∗v (v) and Iv(v) on the wv-th
subinterval of [0, 1] on v-axis. Ĩu(u(wu)) and Ĩv(v(wv)) can be
worked out by sequential samplings in similar ways. Hence,

only the computation of Ĩu(u(wu)) is stated in this work. Firstly,
Ĩu(u(wu)) is expressed as follows according to (16) and MC
integration methodology [27]:

Ĩu(u(wu)) =
1

NvN
(wu)
u

N (wu)
u∑
i=1

Nv∑
j=1

F2
R(ui, vj, q, p)

fv(v)fq(q)fp(p)
,

ui ∈ (
wu − 1
Wu

,
wu

Wu
) (18)

where, Nv is the sample number of v on [0, 1], and N (wu)
u is

the sample number of u produced on the wu-th subinterval of
[0, 1]. Secondly, as shown in (19), FR(ui, vj, q, p) is estimated
by another test function GR(·) in terms of the hourly random
states of MT, PV and load, given that analytical solution of
FR(·) is unavailable.

FR
(
ui, vj, q, p

)
= [

TTF(ui)∑
k=1

GR(Pmt,PLOAD(TTF(ui)k ),PPV(TTF(ui)k ))

×
∣∣Pmt=PMT +

TTR(vj)∑
k=1

GR(Pmt,PLOAD(TTR(vj)k ),

PPV(TTR(vj)k )
∣∣Pmt=0 ]/[TTF(ui)+ TTR(vj)] (19)

where, Pmt and PMT are the available power and rated capac-
ity of MT, respectively. During the hours of TTF(ui), MT is
in normal states with Pmt which is equal to PMT. During the
hours of TTR(vj), MT is in fault states with Pmt which is equal
to 0. TTF(ui)k and TTR(vj)k are the hourly sequence num-
bers of the k-th hours in TTF(ui) and TTR(vj), respectively.
The stochastic and chronological operation cycles of MT are
graphically shown in Fig. 1.

Finally, GR(·) can be solved by states analysis of MG
system. Take, for example, the reliability index of loss of load
probability (LOLP) [28]. GR(·) is worked out as follows:

GR(Pmt,PLOAD,PPV)

=

{
1 if Pmt + PPV + PESS < PLOAD
0 otherwise

(20)

where, PESS is the power capacity of ESS. As shown in (20),
GR(·) is computed by assessing the ability ofMT, PV and ESS
(if available) etc. to power the load. According to (17)-(20),
f ∗u (u) will be estimated by SMC simulation, and f ∗v (v) can
also be estimated in a similar way.

C. ESTIMATION OF OPTIMAL PDF OF Q
Random variable q and its PDF determine the profile of quar-
terly varying load. The optimal PDF of q can be estimated by
piecewise function as follows:

f̃ ∗q
(
q(wq)

)
=

√
Ĩq(q(wq))

1
Wq

Wq∑
t=1

√
Ĩq(q(t))

, (wq = 1, 2, . . . , Wq)

(21)
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FIGURE 1. Stochastic and chronological operation cycles of MT. (a) During
TTF(ui ), MT is in the normal states represented by 0, and (b) During of
TTR(vj ), MT is in the fault states represented by 1.

where, interval of [0, 1] on q-axis is uniformly divided into
Wq subintervals, and Wq is set to 4 since quarterly load is
considered. f̃ ∗q (q

(wq)) and Ĩq(q(wq)) are the estimates of f ∗q (q)
and Iq(q) on thewq-th subinterval of [0, 1] on q-axis. Ĩq(q(wq))
is worked out as follows:

Ĩq(q(wq)) =
1

N
(wq)
q

N
(wq)
q∑
i=1

F2
R(u, v, qi, p)

fu(u)fv(v)fp(p)
,

qi ∈ (
wq − 1
Wq

,
wq

Wq
) (22)

where, N
(wq)
q is the sample number of q on the wq-th subin-

terval of [0, 1], and is identical to the number of quarter-wq
contained in the simulation. Here, FR(u, v, qi, p) is estimated

by GR(·) as follows:

FR(u, v, qi, p)

=
1

h
(wq )
q

h
(wq )
q∑
k=1

GR(Pmt(Cq(i,wq, k)),Ppeak

×P
(wq )
cq ,PPV(Cq(i,wq, k))) (23)

where, Ppeak×P
(wq )
cq is the load during h

(wq )
q , and Cq(i, wq, k)

is the hourly sequence number of the k-th hour in quarter-wq
of the i-th simulation year. The profile of quarterly varying
load as well as the aforementioned variables are graphically
shown in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Hourly profile of quarterly varying load. Duration hours of
quarters are determined and changed when necessary by PDF of q.

According to (21)-(23), estimate of f ∗q (q) will be worked
out by SMC simulation. With decision of optimal PDF of
q, the load profile reshaped for an improved computational
efficiency is also determined accordingly. It should be noted
that, although quarterly varying load model is applied in this
paper, the algorithm can be extended to monthly or even
hourly varying models straightforwardly.

D. ESTIMATION OF OPTIMAL PDF OF P
Random variable p and its PDF will determine the intermit-
tent performance of PV, which are characterized by C (r)

PV and
C (s)
PV. The optimal PDF of p, i.e., f ∗p (p) can be estimated by

piecewise function as follows:

f̃ ∗p
(
p(wp)

)
=

√
Ĩp(p(wp))

1
Wp

Wp∑
t=1

√
Ĩp(p(t))

, (wp = 1, 2, . . . , Wp)

(24)

where, interval of [0, 1] on p-axis is uniformly divided into
Wp subintervals, and Wp is set to 8 in this paper. f̃ ∗p (p

(wp))
and Ĩp(p(wp)) are the estimates of f ∗p (p) and Ip(p) on the wp-th
subinterval of [0, 1], respectively. Ĩp(p(wp)) can be worked out
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by MC integration methodology as follows:

Ĩp(p(wp)) =
1

N
(wp)
p

N
(wp)
p∑
i=1

F2
R(u, v, q, pi)

fu(u)fv(v)fq(q)
,

pi ∈ (
wp − 1
Wp

,
wp

Wp
) (25)

where, N
(wp)
p is the sample number of p on the wp-th subin-

terval of [0, 1], and is also identical to the number of wp-th
time segments contained in the SMC simulation. Here, FR(u,
v, q, pi) is estimated by GR(·) as follows:

FR (u, v, q, pi)

=
1

h
(wp )
p

×

h
(wp )
p∑
k=1

GR(Pmt(Cp(i,wp, k)),

PLOAD(Cp(i,wp, k)),PPV(Cp(i,wp, k))) (26)

where, Cp(i, wp, k) is the hourly sequence number of the
k-th hour contained in the wp-th time segment of the i-th day
during SMC simulation. Time segments in a day is graphi-
cally shown in Fig. 3. According to (24)-(26), f ∗p (p) will be
estimated by SMC simulation. With the decision of f ∗p (p),

we can further work out the optimal values of C (r)
PV and C (s)

PV
accordingly.

FIGURE 3. Intermittent performance of PV. Hours contained by the
different time segments are determined and changed when necessary by
PDF of p.

E. PROCEDURES OF NSSA
In order to deal with the polymorphic uncertainties of MGs,
a NSSA for reliability assessment has been developed to
improve the computational efficiency of reliability assess-
ment. As shown in Fig. 4, a preliminary SMC simula-
tion (PSMCS) is assigned to estimate the optimal PDFs
of random variables, followed by efficient SMC simula-
tion (ESMCS) to evaluate reliability indices with an accel-
erated convergence.

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of NSSA for reliability assessment of MG. Optimal
PDFs are worked out in PSCMS, then the reliability assessment is
implemented with an improved computational efficiency in ESMCS.

It should be noted that, iterative computations are con-
ducted to estimate the optimal PDFs In PSMCS. Iterative
errors of PDFs are denoted as δu, δv, δq, and δp, and are
defined in similar ways. Value of δu, for example, can be
calculated as follows:

δu = max
{
δ(1)u , δ(2)u , . . . , δ(Wu)

u

}
δ(wu)
u =

f̃ ∗u
(
u(wu)

)(n+1)
− f̃ ∗u

(
u(wu)

)(n)
f̃ ∗u
(
u(wu)

)(n)
(wu = 1, 2, . . . , Wu)

(27)

When δu, δv, δq, and δp get lower than a predetermined
convergence criteria δ0, it is assumed that the optimal PDFs
have been worked out.

A NSSA-based reliability assessment program has been
coded on the platform of MATLAB. By employing this
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program, a test system specified in Section IV is studied, and
the convergence performances of traditional SMC and NSSA
are thereafter investigated and compared.

IV. CASE STUDIES
A. INFORMATION OF TEST SYSTEM
A standalone MG in [7] has been employed as a test system
in this work. As shown in Fig. 5, the test system is composed
of MT, PV, ESS and 5 load points (LPs), denoted as LP_A,
LP_B, LP_C, LP_D and LP_E. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that
the polymorphic uncertainties of MG mentioned above have
been included. Then a series of case studies based on the test
system has been conducted thereby.

FIGURE 5. A schematic diagram of the PV-ESS based standalone MG for
case studies. In this test system, polymorphic uncertainties are included.

The following data and assumptions are applied in the case
studies.

(1) Annual peak loads of LP_A, LP_B, LP_C, LP_D and
LP_E are all equal to 0.3 MW. The percentages of quar-
terly load in terms of the annual peak load, i.e., P(1)cq , P

(2)
cq ,

P(3)cq and P(4)cq are set to 0.5989, 0.1343, 0.9422 and 0.8081,
respectively.

(2) Capacities of MT and PV are set to 1.8 MW and
0.6 MW, respectively. The failure rate, repair rate and repair
duration of MT are assumed as 0.25 occurrences per year,
0.125 occurrences per hour and 8 hours respectively. Failure
rates of PV are assumed as zero in the following case stud-
ies, since intermittency of PV contribute much more to the
computational burden than its failure rates.

(3) ESS sizes, i.e., power capacity and energy capacity are
set to 0.15 MW and 1 MWh, respectively.

B. IMPROVEMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
1) CASE 1
In this subsection, the accuracy and convergence perfor-
mances of NSSA are studied. Take reliability index of LOLP
for example. First, a reference value of LOLP has been
worked out by conducting a 500-year SMC simulation. Then,
the reliability assessments based on traditional SMC simula-
tion andNSSA are implemented, respectively. Computational

TABLE 1. Results of LOLP from different simulation years and sampling
techniques.

results derived from different simulation years are depicted
in Fig. 6. The reference value of LOLP which is equal to
0.002497 and denoted by a grey dash line in Fig. 6 provides a
benchmark against which the computational accuracy can be
measured.

FIGURE 6. Curves of LOLP obtained from traditional SMC and NSSA both
present convergence along with the increase of simulation years.
Compared with traditional SMC, NSSA provides an steadily improved
accuracy and depressed oscillation of computational results.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that computational results
of NSSA present depressed oscillation, and thereafter an
improved convergence performance is provided. Moreover,
the results of LOLP resulted from different simulation years
and sampling techniques are listed in Tab. 1.

When the simulation years are small, 50 and 60 for exam-
ple, computational errors of NSSA are slightly larger than
those of SMC, but the differences are marginal. On the other
hand, the accuracy of NSSA will get higher steadily than
that of SMC as long as the increasement of simulation years.
It should be also noted that the computational results of
SMC present evident oscillation, which can be depressed to
a large extent by NSSA. It is then concluded that compared
with traditional SMC simulation, NSSA provides an unbiased
estimate of LOLP with an accelerated convergence.
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In order to further investigate quantitatively the compu-
tational efficiencies, variance and CV of LOLP are worked
out and depicted in Fig. 7. It is observed that NSSA can
reduce the variance evidently without additional simulation
time. Take, for example, simulations of 1, 20 and 100 years.
NSSA reduces the variances by 89.7 percent, 87.2 percent and
83.8 percent, respectively on the basis of those resulted from
SMC simulation. Due to the reduction of variance, NSSA
shows an attractive computational efficiency. For example,
CV produced by a 100-year SMC simulation is 0.02221.
When NSSA is adopted, only a 12-year simulation is needed
to obtain an approximate or even smaller CV (0.02214). Con-
sequently, the computational cost is significantly decreased
by NSSA.

FIGURE 7. Variance and CV of LOLP computed by traditional SMC
simulation and NSSA. Due to the reduction of CV and variance, NSSA
shows attractive computational efficiency.

Furthermore, PDFs of u, v, q and p are shown in Fig. 8 to
explain the reduction of CVs. The uniform PDFs and opti-
mized PDFs are used by traditional SMC simulation and
NSSA, respectively. It should be noted in Fig. 8 (a) that,
NSSA amplifies PDF of u on the fifth subinterval of [0, 1],
then more samples of TTF(ui) with smaller values will be
generated. Meanwhile, NSSA also amplifies PDF of v on
the first two subintervals of [0, 1], then more samples of
TTR(vi) with greater values will be generated. As a result,
more load deficiency states are prompted and the CVs are
then reduced. However, Fig. 8 (b) and (c) also show that PDFs
of q and p have not been significantly changed by NSSA, for
the variance and CV of LOLP are not dominated by load and
PV under the aforementioned system condition. As illustrated
in the following subsection, the decisive random variables
which dominate variance and CV will be different when
system condition changes. Then the adaptability of NSSA
will also be validated correspondingly.

2) CASE 2
In Case 1, the computational efficiency essentially pro-
duced by f ∗u (u) and f ∗v (v) has been confirmed. In this
case, loads and capacities of MT and PV are changed for

FIGURE 8. PDFs of u, v , q and p on interval [0, 1] used by traditional SMC
and NSSA. (a) By concentrating on the fifth subinterval of u-axis, and the
first two subintervals of v-axis, NSSA provides an improved
computational efficiency. PDFs of q shown in (b) and PDFs of p shown in
(c) have not been significantly changed, since q and p are not decisive
variables under the aforementioned system condition.

further investigations. Firstly, annual peak loads of LP_A,
LP_B, LP_C, LP_D and LP_E grow from 0.3MW to 0.5MW.
Secondly, penetration level of PV is increased by setting the
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TABLE 2. Computational results of traditional SMC simulation and NSSA.

capacity of MT to 1.2 MW instead of 1.8 MW, and setting the
capacity of PV to 1.2 MW instead of 0.6 MW. We conduct
reliability studies on the test system based on traditional SMC
simulation and NSSA, respectively. Computational results of
LOLP, variance and CV are listed in Tab. 2.

The results in Tab. 2 show that an unbiased LOLP and
significant improvement in computational efficiency are pro-
vided by NSSA under a system condition different from that
in Case 1. Optimal PDFs of u, v, q and p produced by NSSA
are graphically shown in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9. PDFs of u, v , q and p used by NSSA. PDFs of u and v slightly
deviate from 1 on the interval of [0, 1], however, PDFs of q and p show
significant deviation from 1.

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that optimal PDFs of q and p
deviate much farther from 1 than those of u and v. In other
words, load and PV dominate the variance and CV of LOLP,
and therefore f ∗q (q) and f

∗
p (p) mainly account for the improve-

ment of computational efficiency. Please note that, optimiza-
tion of PDFs of q and p results in modified load profile,
and changed sunrise and sunset time, respectively. h(1)q , h(2)q ,
h(3)q and h(4)q are set to 263 hours, 225 hours, 4261 hours
and 4011 hours instead of 2190 hours according to f ∗q (q).

Meanwhile, C (r)
PV and C (s)

PV are set to 8:00 and 14:00 instead
of 6:00 and 18:00 according to f ∗p (p). Consequently, more
random states of MG with heavy load and little PV power are
then produced. In other words, the computational efficiency is
thereby improved due to the reduction of ineffective samples
of random states.

C. SCENARIO-BASED RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
In this work, NSSA is developed not only to improve the com-
putational efficiency, but also to conduct the scenario-based
reliability analysis. It can be seen from (17), (21) and (24) that
the optimal PDFs produced by NSSA are positively relevant
to the test functions of reliability indices. Moreover, the case
studiesmentioned above show that optimal PDFs of dominant
random variables will deviate from 1 much farther than other
randomvariables. Then, a novel index, i.e., DJ-PDF is defined
as the product of optimal PDFs of dominant random variables
to quantitatively measure the contribution of different sce-
narios to the reliability indices. Take for example, Case 2 in
Subsection B. The dominant random variables are q and p,
and DJ-PDF are worked out as follows.

DJPDF(wq,wp) = f̃ ∗q (q
(wq))× f̃ ∗p (p

(wp)) (28)

where, DJPDE(wq, wp) is the DJ-PDF value of point (wq, wp).
Here, wq denotes the wq-th subinterval of [0, 1] on q-axis and
also corresponds to quarter-wq. Similarly, wp denotes the wp-
th subinterval of [0, 1] on p-axis and also corresponds to the
wp-th time segment. Note that every time segment includes
3 hours since one day is divided into 8 time segments. As an
example, DJPDE(1, 2) denotes the DJ-PDF over time segment
from 3:00 to 6:00, in quarter-1. DJ-PDF of Case 2 in Subsec-
tion B is worked out and shown in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10. DJ-PDF of q and p produced by NSSA. Values of DJ-PDF in
quarter-3 and quarter-4 are larger than those in quarter-1 and quarter-2,
and Values of DJ-PDF in the 3rd , 4th, 5th and 6th time segments are
smaller than those in other time segments.

As presented in Fig. 10, DJ-PDF varies according to quar-
ters and time segments. In quarter-1 and quarter-2, DJ-PDF
is small due to that the load is light. However, in quarter-3
and quarter-4, DJ-PDF is evidently increased, since the load
is heavy. In addition, values of DJ-PDF of the 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 6th time segments which correspond to sunshine time
are smaller than those of other time segments due to the
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TABLE 3. DJ-PDFs and corresponding load interruption percentages.

FIGURE 11. DJ-PDF of q and p when ESS capacities are increased. Due to
the contribution of ESS, DJ-PDF moves downwards constantly during
sunshine time, and moves upwards after sunset.

contribution of PV power. The validity of DJ-PDF can be
confirmed by Tab. 3, in which the DJ-PDF and percentages
of load interruptions in several scenarios are listed.

Tab. 3 has well illustrated that DJ-PDF can be employed to
quantitatively measures the risk of load interruption in differ-
ent scenarios. For example, time segments 1 and 7 of quarter-
3 both account for two largest percentages, i.e., 11.1456% of
all the load interruptions during the simulation years. Mean-
while, the corresponding DJ-PDFs in the same scenarios are
2.9019 and 2.9085, which are also the first two largest values
of DJ-PDFs. Consequently, the scenarios with low or high
risk of load interruption can be identified by DJ-PDF. Adapt-
ability of DJ-PDF is further investigated by increasing ESS
capacities. Assume that power capacity and energy capacity
of ESS are increased to 1.5 MW and 3 MWh, respectively.
DJ-PDF is then worked out and depicted as follows.

The similarities between Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 can be found.
First, DJ-PDFs of quarter-3 and quarter-4 are greater than
those of quarter-1 and quarter-2. Second, DJ-PDFs of the
time segments with sunshine is smaller than those of other
time segments. However, it is also worth mentioning the

differences between Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Take DJ-PDFs
in quarter-3 for example. During sunshine time, DJ-PDFs
in Fig. 10 are 1.09, 0.98, 0.95 and 0.93, which show
marginal differences. On the contrary, DJ-PDFs in Fig. 11 are
1.28, 0.70, 0.52 and 0.40, and move downwards constantly.
The downward trend of DJ-PDFs during the sunshine time
in Fig. 11 can be explained when ESS is considered. The
contribution of ESS to consistent power supply is increased
continuously during sunshine time, since more redundant PV
energy will be absorbed by ESS before sunset. As a result,
the minimum value of DJ-PDF is obtained in the 6th time
segment. Finally, it should also be noted in Fig. 11 that
DJ-PDF in the 7th time segment is smaller than that in the
8th time segment, due to that residual energy of ESS reduces
the probability of load shedding in the 7th time segment.

V. CONCLUSION
The polymorphic uncertainties in MGs, such as stochastic
and chronological operation cycles of MT, intermittency of
PV and varying profile of load, etc. produce prohibitive
computational cost for reliability assessment. In this work,
a novel sampling technique with high efficiency, i.e., NSSA
is developed to reduce the computational cost. A series of case
studies have been conducted, and not only the capability of
NSSA to improve the computational efficiency but also its
adaptability to system conditions are then confirmed. More-
over, DJ-PDF is defined as the product of optimal PDFs and
employed to quantify the contributions of different scenarios
to the reliability indices. Therefore, DJ-PDF can be produced
by NSSA and further applied for scenario-based reliability
analysis, which will provide detailed reliability information
complementary to the conventional reliability indices.
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